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As the blockchain industry evolves, with the number of crypto assets going up and cryp-
tocurrencies continuing their incredible surge, the market for crypto trading is also grow-
ing. While offering a wide range of opportunities for investing, the cryptocurrency market 
is hard to keep up with. With thousands of alternative coins in circulation, it is difficult to 
evaluate which ones are worth investing in, and it is even harder to follow their constant 
fluctuations. If this exponentially growing and ever-changing market can be disorienting 
for even experienced traders, it is natural for new investors to feel lost in this complex en-
vironment. Even though the crypto market has attracted thousands of new investors, the 
learning curve for them remains extremely steep. At the same time the marketplace lacks 
tools and services to help new users lower potential risks and encourage them to make the 
leap into the crypto community.

Tradelize is a global cryptocurrency ecosystem and a suite of services that allows to-
ken holders to trade their crypto assets with confidence and make smarter invest-
ments through harnessing the wisdom of the smart crowd.

Our goal is to lower the barriers to entry into crypto investment markets by providing tools 
that make crypto trading opportunities accessible to professional and mainstream users.

We created a set of tools suitable for pro traders coming from mainstream financial 
markets. We gave regular users the ability to copy successful strategies used by pro-
fessional traders, and utilized blockchain to verify performance of these highly skilled 
individuals. All this combined will become a TRADELIZE community.
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1 LEGAL DISCLAIMER

PLEASE CAREFULLY REVIEW THIS SECTION “DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY.” IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBTS 
AS TO WHAT ACTIONS YOU SHOULD TAKE, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU CONSULT WITH YOUR 
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S). No part of this document is to 
be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including this section “Disclaimer of 
Liability”.

This document is a technical White Paper (the “White Paper” or “Paper”) setting out the 
current and future developments and projects (the “Project”) of the Tradelize ecosystem in 
connection with the development of its terminal (the “Terminal”) to potential token holders 
concerning the proposed Tradelize token (the “Token”) launch (the “Token Sale”).

This Paper is for informational purposes only and is not a statement of future intent. Un-
less expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations set out in this Paper are 
currently under development and are not in deployment at the time of the release of the 
Paper. Tradelize makes no representations or warranties as to the successful development 
or implementation of such technologies and innovations, or achievement of any other ac-
tivities noted herein, and Tradelize disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to 
the extent permitted by law. No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this Paper or any 
inferences drawn from it, including in relation to any interactions with Tradelize or the tech-
nologies mentioned in this Paper. Tradelize disclaims all liability for any loss or damage of 
whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) that may arise from any person acting on any 
information and opinions relating to Tradelize, the Tradelize Terminal or the Tradelize eco-
system contained in this Paper or any information that is made available in connection with 
any further enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care. Tradelize, its 
officers and employees will not be responsible in any way for loss of any crypto tokens, digital 
assets or fiat currency resulting from actions taken, or omission to act, by purchasers/users.

This White Paper is not subject to any specific legal system and is not governed by any 
specific law. No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the provisions set 
out herein, and no such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory require-
ments or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this White 
Paper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been 
complied with. The information in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not im-
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ply any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper is not bind-
ing on Tradelize and its affiliates and Tradelize reserves the right to change, modify, add, 
or delete any provisions of this White Paper for any reason whatsoever at any time before, 
during or after the sale of tokens by posting the amended White Paper on the website. 

Regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact Tradelize business and may 
limit or prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any person undertaking to 
acquire the proposed Tradelize token must be aware that the Tradelize business model 
and its existing platforms may change or need to be modified because of the new regu-
latory and/or compliance requirements from all applicable laws in any jurisdiction. In such 
cases, purchasers or any persons attempting to purchase the proposed Tradelize token 
acknowledge and understand that neither Tradelize nor any of its affiliates shall be held 
liable for any direct or indirect losses or damages caused by such changes.

The information contained in this Paper is derived from data obtained from sources be-
lieved by Tradelize to be reliable and is given in good faith. However, no warranties, guaran-
tees or representations are made by Tradelize with regard to the accuracy, completeness 
or suitability of the information presented. Such information shall not be relied upon, and 
shall not confer rights or remedies upon you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of 
securities or other equity holders or any other person. Opinions expressed herein reflect the 
current judgment of the authors of this Paper and do not necessarily represent the opinion 
of Tradelize. Such opinions may change without notice. Tradelize is under no obligation to 
amend, modify or update this Paper or otherwise notify a reader or recipient hereof in the 
event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set 
forth below, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.

Tradelize, its directors, employees, contractors and representatives shall bear no respon-
sibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason of negligence, negligent 
misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information expressed 
or implied, arising out of, contained in or derived from or omitted from this Paper. Neither 
Tradelize nor its advisors have independently verified any of the information, including the 
forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this Paper.

Each recipient shall rely solely on his or her own independent knowledge, investigation, 
judgment and assessment of the matters that are the subject of this document, and not 
on any information contained herein or made available in connection with further enquiries 
to satisfy the accuracy and completeness of such matters.
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While every effort has been made to ensure that statements of fact made in this Paper are 
accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other 
subjective judgments contained in this Paper are based on assumptions considered to be 
reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and must not be 
construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Plans, projec-
tions or forecasts mentioned in this Paper might not be achieved without limitation due to 
multiple risk factors, including defects in technological developments, legal or regulatory 
exposure, market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions or the unavailability of com-
plete and accurate information.

Tradelize may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this Paper, however 
the inclusion of a link does not imply that Tradelize endorses, recommends or approves 
any material on the linked page or that is accessible from it. Such linked websites are ac-
cessed entirely at your own risk. Tradelize does not accept any responsibility whatsoever 
for any such material, nor for the consequences of its use.

This Paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state, country or other jurisdiction where 
such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to laws or regulations. 
You are not eligible to buy and should refrain from buying Tradelize tokens if you are (i) a 
permanent residence permit (green card) holder in the United States of America, or (ii) 
a citizen or a resident (tax or otherwise) of the United States of America, Puerto Rico, the 
Virgin Islands of United States, or any other possessions of the United States of America, or 
People’s Republic of China or a person of these states or (iii) a citizen or resident (tax or 
otherwise) of any country or territory where transactions with digital tokens and/or digital 
currencies are prohibited or in any other manner restricted by applicable law. Purchased 
tokens cannot be offered or distributed and cannot be resold or otherwise transferred 
by their holders to above mentioned persons. It is your sole responsibility to establish, by 
consulting (if necessary) your legal, tax, accounting or other professional advisors, what 
requirements and limitations, if any, apply to your particular jurisdiction, and ensure that 
you have observed and complied with all restrictions, at your own expense and without 
liability to Tradelize.

The Tradelize token is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of fi-
nancial instrument and has not been registered under the securities laws of any country, 
including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resi-
dent. This White Paper is not a prospectus or a proposal, and its purpose is not to serve as 
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securities offer or request for investments in the form of securities in any jurisdiction. How-
ever, notwithstanding the above, laws and regulations of certain jurisdictions may, now or 
in future, recognize Tradelize tokens as securities. Tradelize does not accept any liability for 
such recognition and/or any legal and other consequences of such recognition for poten-
tial owners of Tradelize tokens, nor provide any opinions or advice regarding the acquisi-
tion, sale or other operations involving Tradelize tokens, and the fact of the publication of 
this White Paper does not form the basis or should not be relied upon in matters related to 
the conclusion of contracts or making of decisions concerning their acquisition. This White 
Paper does not oblige anyone to enter into any contract, to take legal obligations with re-
spect to the sale or purchase of Tradelize tokens, and/or to accept any cryptocurrency or 
any other form of payment. If doubt, potential owners of Tradelize tokens are advised to 
contact relevant independent professional advisors, on the above matters.

Tradelize tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than as provided in this White Pa-
per, including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes. 
Tradelize tokens confer no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any own-
ership, distribution (including, but not limited to, profit), redemption, liquidation, property 
(including all forms of intellectual property) in Tradelize or any company affiliated with 
Tradelize, or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically set forth below. 
While the community’s opinion and feedback can be taken into account, Tradelize tokens 
do not give any right to participate in decision-making or any direction of business related 
to the Tradelize activities. 
 
The English language Paper is the primary official source of information about the project. 
The information contained in English language Paper may from time to time be translated 
into other languages. In the course of such translation some of the information contained 
in the English language Paper may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy 
of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts 
or inconsistencies between such translations and the official English language Paper, the 
provisions of the English language original document shall prevail.

This Paper may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any person or published, 
in part or in whole, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of Tradelize. The man-
ner of distributing of this Paper may be restricted by laws or regulations in certain coun-
tries. Persons that come into possession of this Paper are required to inform themselves 
about and observe such restrictions. By accessing this Paper, the recipient hereof agrees 
to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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2 VALUE PROPOSITION
Despite the enormous opportunities it offers, crypto trading today is still a very young mar-
ket grappling with a number of issues. Blockchain technology presents a real challenge 
and requires a steep learning curve for even experienced blockchain users, let alone new-
comers. Currently, the lack of facilitation tools creates barriers to entry, which limits profes-
sional and mainstream adoption.

With our Tradelize platform we are creating the conditions that will allow this market seg-
ment to grow, and we’re doing this by providing its participants with the development tools, 
while simultaneously engaging new players from amongst the professional traders expe-
rienced in mature capital markets and the newcomers to crypto trading.

Our platform consists of 3 synergistic components:
– Tradelize.terminal serves the needs of professional traders and is designed to bring 
in the traditional stock market professionals.
– Tradelize.web allows market newcomers to successfully join the industry by copying 
the trades made by effective traders.
– Tradelize.score, as a part of Tradelize.web, will support the first two components by 
funding the best traders – giving them access to managing some of the funds provided 
by Tradelize in exchange for their expertise, which in turn can be used by all Tradelize.web 
users who can copy the successful strategies and earn funds on a par with professional 
traders.

This collaboration will bring great value to all ecosystem participants. Professional traders 
will get to reaffirm their skills as they get recorded on the blockchain, and receive a per-
centage of the profits earned by the investors who copy their trades, and the investors will 
get to enjoy the results equal to those of seasoned professionals.

All this will enable the Tradelize community achieve its business goals and bring new users 
to crypto economy.
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HOW IT WORKS
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Tradelize ecosystem at a glance

We want to see the crypto economy going mainstream and the Tradelize community 
flourishing.

Our business model is to use the funds received during the Token Sale to engage the most 
successful traders. This is why 80% of all funds received  during our Token Sale will be 
distributed among the ecosystem’s 300 best traders who will manage these funds in 
order to create the best successful strategies for users. This will create a core of the best 
crypto ProTraders, whose expertise will be available to be followed by hundreds of thou-
sands of future platform users.

How will we determine the best ProTraders? This is where our Tradelize.score tool comes in 
handy. During the token sale every trader will be able to start building his or her statistics 
in Tradelize.score, whether they use Tradelize.terminal or not. In the latter case they can 
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connect their accounts at crypto exchanges to the Tradelize.score through API. 

Over the first two months of Tradelize.score operations, trading statistics will be gathered 
and most successful traders will be chosen based on predefined criteria to enter the top 
ranks of Tradelize.Score.

All trades will be recorded on the blockchain, which will ensure their safety, security and 
protection from manipulation. The system will use this data to range the traders based on 
a number of factors and will compile their profiles and scores. Details on the ranking me-
thodics can be found in the Section “4.1 Tradelize.web”. The funds will be distributed to them 
for their management – in fact, it will be exchanged for their expertise, which will be used 
by the future users via the Tradelize.web tool.

But the opportunity to get the funds to manage will not be the only factor that will attract 
ProTraders to Tradelize ecosystem. Tradelize.terminal is the first revolutionary DMA (Direct 
Market Access) solution with easy and accessible interface for trading on major global 
cryptocurrency exchanges, enabling users to analyze liquidity depth on a single exchange 
or on all of them at the same time. Smart order routing, powerful matching engine, arbi-
trage finder and many other mature capital markets features will be there to push users’ 
trading performance to an unprecedented level. Further details on the platform can be 
found in Section “4.2 Tradelize.terminal”.
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Our team members have over 10 years of experience working in mature capital markets 
and we know exactly what kind of tools are needed for the traders to fully demonstrate 
their skills and expertise. This is why our trade terminal has been handcrafted by traders 
for traders, with love and understanding.

How can other platform users benefit from the ProTraders’ success? Tradelize.web is our 
one-of-a-kind marketplace where investors have an opportunity to follow and duplicate 
the investment strategy of numerous professional traders with one click, using an associ-
ated suit of services that allows any token holder to use the advantage and start investing 
in crypto trading wisely with our automated trading systems. Further details can be found 
in Section “4.1 Tradelize.web”. 

And to make things even easier, we will be developing a unique infrastructure Tradelize.
brokerage V2.0 (see details in section “4.3 Tradelize.brokerage V2.0”.). This suite of ser-
vices will have a direct connection to major crypto exchanges, which will allow our users 
to transact on all of them, without opening a separate account with each exchange. This 
will set the highest standard for trade execution services, including low trade fees, margin 
trading, short selling, developed set of algo strategies, and offer a powerful toolset for their 
development and backtesting.

All of this will allow us to build a unique ecosystem where both the professionals and lay 
users will be able to support each other by exchanging liquidity for expertise.
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3 Market Landscape
“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.”

Mahatma Gandhi

This famous Gandhi quote is becoming true for Bitcoin as time goes by. Bitcoin has been 
alternately called a fraud, as well as the most important advancement since the introduc-
tion of the Internet. In just eight years, Bitcoin went from zero to hero: from “a hacker curren-
cy” to “the new gold”1 with over $100 billion in market capitalization. New cryptocurrencies 
come into play with their disruptive technologies and combined market capitalization of 
more than $250 billion as of the end of Q1 2018.2

“This is both one of the most ridiculous bubbles in history and a genuine breakthrough,” 
Simon Taylor, co-founder of London fintech consultancy 11:FS, told Business Insider. “And 
as a genuine breakthrough, it’s a breakthrough because there are new ways to fund and 
monetize the building of infrastructure that is shared and that to me is really exciting.”3

For trading purposes, Bitcoin and altcoins are superior to traditional assets, such as stocks, 
commodities or Forex for at least 3 reasons:

1) Highly Volatile
Large price moves are far more common in Bitcoin than almost any other asset. Therefore, 
crypto traders may refrain from the increased risk and expense of leverage strategies de-
signed to extract high profits from small moves.

2) 24/7
By contrast, stocks and commodities only trade during business hours and Forex markets 
shut down over the weekend. Trade in crypto remains active around the clock as volume is 
distributed primarily across American, European and Asian sessions.

3) The Cheapest, the Quickest, the Most Convenient
Crypto exchange fees are minimal compared to traditional markets, and the deposits or 
withdrawals are accomplished within hours from anywhere in the world. As Bill Gates told 
Bloomberg, “Bitcoin is exciting because it shows how cheap it can be. Bitcoin is better than 
1 ‘Bitcoin is the new Gold’ forbes.com 08/30/2017
2 https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
3 ‘...How cryptocurrency mania goes mainstream’ businessinsider.com 09/01/2017

https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2017/08/30/bitcoin-is-the-new-gold/#1b1a54933b36
https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
http://www.businessinsider.com/cryptocurrency-bitcoin-ethereum-ico-mania-going-mainstream-2017-8
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currency in that you don’t have to be physically in the same place and, of course, for large 
transactions, currency can get pretty inconvenient.”4

According to Coindesk, a news site specializing in Bitcoin and digital currencies, “moving 
towards December [2017], the market started to become more and more dominated by 
retail and less crypto-educated capital ... From June to October, Coinbase signups were 
relatively constant at about 30,000 per day. However, starting in early November, this num-
ber started to increase dramatically, exceeding 100,000 on some days. Initially, this capital 
continued to pour into Bitcoin, putting fuel on the short-term cycle and building new inves-
tor sentiment in favor of BTC (Bitcoin)… Starting in early December, a new cycle began and 
the ‘cheaper’ Coinbase assets stole the show.”5

Like the dot.com boom in the late 1990s, a dominant digital currency technology could emerge to make 
real changes to our world, but picking the right ones amounts to speculation unless you are a highly 
informed tech geek with access to a time machine.6

We are living through exciting times: this is the very beginning of the development of a crypto economy.
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4  ‘Bill Gates: Bitcoin is exciting because it’s cheap’ bloomberg.com
5  ‘Weathering the Altcion storm’ coindesk.com 01/09/2018 
6  ‘Unstoppable Bitcoin bubble sure to burst amid greed and fear’ thewest.com/au 11/12/2017

http://www.businessinsider.com/cryptocurrency-bitcoin-ethereum-ico-mania-going-mainstream-2017-8
https://www.coindesk.com/weathering-altcoin-shitstorm-investing-next-one/
https://thewest.com.au/business/money/unstoppable-bitcoin-bubble-sure-to-burst-amid-greed-and-fear-ng-b88647014z
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As of today, total cryptocurrency market capitalization surpassed $250 billion (with 45% 
Bitcoin dominance). The cryptocurrency market grew by more than 1,500% over the last 2 
years, with upwards of 1,500 crypto tokens listed to date7 and large Wall Street players join-
ing the race, which points towards long-term market development prospects.
 
The introduction of Ethereum and other blockchains opened an opportunity to receive 
funds through token sales. Hundreds of companies conduct ICOs and release their own 
digital assets, with most listed on exchanges. Blockchain technology has created a new 
kind of economic participant, one that already possesses digital assets but does not have 
the skills or experience to manage their own funds. Hundreds of thousands of crypto min-
ers and lay traders keep their crypto assets in cold storage or simply sell them through 
exchanges. However, if they would trade their assets in the short- or mid-term and if they 
could build a long term strategy and balance their crypto asset portfolio, they could sub-
stantially increase their current earnings.

On the other hand, professional traders face multiple challenges while trading cryptocurrencies. 
These include a lack of professional trading tools, a different and at times incompatible func-
tionality of crypto exchanges and difficulties related to following and quickly reacting to val-
ue-creation events. Regardless of where they trade, in which jurisdiction and on which exchange, 
traders still do not have access to proper transactions, volume, or market depth analysis.

According to coinmarketcap.com, the average volume of crypto trading amounts to $12 billion 
every 24 hours. Meanwhile, New York Stock Exchange processing $100 billion per trading day and 
NASDAQ exchange processes up to $200 billion in volume per day. Forex market approaches a 
$5 trillion/day turnover. The brokerage industry currently employs 12,000 brokerage companies 
that provide access to foreign exchange markets, capital markets, commodity markets and 
derivatives. The crypto market is currently facing what financial tech services company QUOINE 
identified in their White Paper9 as “The Liquidity Problem”:

“Liquidity covers short-term obligations and working capital needs of businesses— whether 
it’s associated with debt financing or the funding of new initiatives. A company can have 
the largest asset base in the world and the best-run business, but if at any point in time it 
needs short term-finance, and is unable to lend against or liquidate any of its assets, then 
that company is in trouble.”
7  coinmarketcap.com
8  ‘Cryptocurrency market cap to reach 2 trillion in 2018’ cnn.com 11/28/2017
9  Liquid by Quione White Paper Version 1.9 10/20/2017

http://coinmarketcap.com
https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
https://www.ccn.com/cryptocurrency-market-cap-to-reach-2-trillion-in-2018-mike-novogratz/
https://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/liquid-site/quoine-liquid_v1.9.pdfhttps://s3-ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/liquid-site/quoine-liquid_v1.9.pdf
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Liquidity is what makes it possible to buy or sell an asset with the smallest possible influ-
ence or pressure on the price. Improving the liquidity in decentralizing trading terminals is 
one way to help encourage mainstream adoption. However, while being quite important, 
we believe that the liquidity problem of crypto assets is the tip of the iceberg on the way 
to mass adoption.

Blockchain technology has many potential uses, each with its own path to mass adoption, 
but its potential to be useful as a currency firmly depends on its ability to offer users a sta-
ble and reliable store of value and unit of account.

We firmly believe that by providing the average user with tools and services for safer trad-
ing, we provide them with an option to choose comfortable levels of risk-and-return and 
subsequently lower the barrier for mass adoption and allow for a more fair distribution of 
wealth. That’s why we’ve created Tradelize.
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4 Tradelize Solution Overview
In order to achieve liquidity in the crypto economy, a single trading terminal with direct and 
immediate access to major crypto exchanges and a suite of related services is needed. 
We’ve created something even bigger than that.

The Tradelize ecosystem is unique architecture and a set of customer-specific break-
through tools, featuring the largest blockchain-powered trader network that seeks to facil-
itate and enable the mass adoption of crypto trading.

Tradelize solution  is perfectly suited for every type of participants:
• Traders – participants of cryptocurrency markets, who capitalize on crypto market vol-

atility and inefficiencies.
• Investors – participants who hold cryptocurrency but do not yet know how to best gain 

a profit from it.
• Lay users – people who have heard about cryptocurrencies but have not yet tried to 

profit from them.
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Tradelize Solution

4.1 Tradelize.web

Tradelize.web is our one-of-a-kind environment where investors can with one mouse click 
follow and copy professional traders and in this way start investing wisely with our auto-
mated trading systems. Traders can share their trades and receive a percentage of the 
profits earned by the investors who copy their strategies. Investors can track ProTraders’ 
deals in real time. After setting their preferences, they can choose to execute transactions 
using a Tradelize.web trading tool, which carries out automated trading following their 
selected ProTraders. The tool will repeat a professional trader’s deals exactly to prede-
termined preferences and send updates in real time by email and/or text. Customization 
takes under two minutes to complete. Tradelize.web includes Tradelize.Score and Tradelize 
Account Management.
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4.1.1 Tradelize.score 

Tradelize.score is a unique blockchain-based traders database where all trading statistics 
are registered. Using this tool, ProTraders can share their expertise and investors can find 
traders they would like to follow. Until now, independant traders had no way to demon-
strate to investors transparent and 100% reliable statistics to attract additional capital. This 
is why we created this blockchain-based service which tracks and records trade statistics 
and can be completely relied on regardless of which tools and which exchanges traders 
use to transact. 

Overall, the Tradelize.score database will provide the following information for each trader:
• Rank
• Risk adjusted return
• Risk profile (VAR, expected shortfall)
• Currency exposure
• Trade stats: win rate, profitability

At least 2 months of trade performance statistics will need to be stored on Tradelize.score 
before successful traders will be eligible to enter its top ranks.
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During the token sale period, the top ranks of Tradelize.score will start to be filled with the 
best ProTraders, who will be provided with up to $500K to manage in order to create the 
best successful strategies for the users. Funds allocated with the best 300 ProTraders will 
be redistributed on a monthly basis according to their current ranking positions. Any inter-
ested trader can connect their accounts on exchanges to Tradelize.score through Tradelize.
terminal or directly through API and start using the platform to build their personal Trade-
lize score. After completion of all the legal formalities and technical procedures the funds 
will be released from the escrow account and distributed among the 300 best ProTraders 
and the liquidity pool as follows (provided that the ICO hard cap has been reached):
TOP 10: $500K each
TOP 11-50: $100K each
TOP 51-100: $75K each
TOP 101-300: $40K each

Liquidity pool: 3.25M (to be used to fund traders’ requests to conduct complex trading 
strategies)10. If the hard cap has not been reached, the funds will be distributed in propor-
tion to the total amount of received funds.
The current terms and conditions to qualify for Tradelize.score Top 300 will be posted at 
tradelize.com/top300. The detailed initial qualification terms and conditions will be pub-
lished no later than 2 weeks before the official launch of the ranking process.
Once the system is joined by the new users who will start copying the traders’ trades, the 
Tradelize.score ranging criteria will be amended to include:

• The number of users following the trader’s strategies (the higher the number the higher 
the score)

• The number of positive results achieved by the users following the trader’s strategies 
(the higher the number the higher the score)

10  Decisions to fund traders’ requests to conduct complex trading strategies are made online by the Tradelize 
Finance Department. A request may be submitted on a business day by any Tradelize.score Top 50 trader. 
The procedure for reviewing and granting the requests may be amended from time to time.
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4.1.2 Tradelize Account Management 

Tradelize Account Management: a solution for investors on Tradelize.web that is perfectly 
suited for ultimate control over investing and trading process, which consists of:
• Trade and investment reports: extensive toolset to monitor one’s own trade and invest-

ment statistics
• Portfolio management: a tool which allows, on the one hand, to view asset allocation 

per trader and investment asset, and on the other hand, to utilize extensive settings 
to manage the risks, adjust amounts allocated to following a certain trader or traders 
and/or strategy and ranges of permitted price execution for copy trades (trades that 
replicate performance of trader and/or strategy). 

Investors will be able to allocate their funds  to their own trading and/or for copying trades 
of one or several different traders in any proportion at their own discretion. Investors can 
also choose to copy all of their followed traders’ strategies or set the risk level for each in-
dividual trader based on their risk profile so that the trade copying process automatically 
stops if the risk level exceeds the investor’s level of prudence . 

4.1.3. Tradelize App

Tradelize mobile app is designed for lay users - the type of investors who need access to 
fast and simplest trading and investing on the go. You will be able to conveniently manage 
your account, browse ProTraders, and quickly copy their trading strategies – all with just a 
few taps on your mobile device. Easy and effective.

4.2 Tradelize.terminal

The Tradelize.terminal is a platform that enables traders to track and execute transactions on most 
major cryptocurrency exchanges around the world. The crypto exchanges connection to Tradelize.ter-
minal is being implemented via the crypto exchanges’ public APIs. To date, 12 crypto exchanges have 
already been connected with more to come.

Tradelize.terminal significantly simplifies the trading process, allowing users to monitor exchange activ-
ities in real time and execute transactions through various exchanges all-in-one. The Tradelize.terminal 
enables traders to create a perfect workspace through detailed customization features and settings.
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Trading without Tradelize vs trading with it:

1. Performing everyday trades in different cryptocurrencies and monitoring overall profit 
and statistics vs receiving all of the data on one screen

2. Using multiple browser tabs for different exchanges vs using one seamless interface
3. Using different exchange interfaces vs one interface customized for your needs
4. No hotkeys vs customizable hotkeys on the Tradelize.terminal

Core terminal features and services:

• Liquidity depth monitor (Level 2) – provides liquidity depth overview on major crypto 
exchanges, which helps ProTrader gain insight and even foresee major changes in pric-
es. Clicking on price or volume of a particular exchange would show market depth on 
that market. The instrument shows aggregated liquidity depth of numerous exchanges 
or any one particular exchange to trace changes in liquidity and prices on each ex-
change separately.

• Traders frequently make mistakes  because of the misperception of prices and liquidity 
of various crypto coins (aka Bitcoin quantity 0.00014316 vs 0.00134232). The terminal in-
cludes settings enabling users to observe, for example, prices in Satoshi or as traditional 
quotes and volume, all while concealing distracting details, which do not provide useful 
information but only create excessive noise.

• Positions monitor (portfolio view):
• Ability to watch all trades, profits and balances in a desired fiat or cryptocurrency
• All crypto exchange balances in one place

• Arbitrage finder:
• Traders watching predetermined crypto price pairs on all exchanges will have an 

excellent opportunity to process trades instantly through the tool to capitalize on 
price inefficiencies

• Full interface customization
• Wide range of risk management settings for individual and corporate usage
• Smart order routing: a tool that allows users to pick the best execution price and liquid-

ity major crypto exchanges have to offer. Smart Orders represent order-sending algo-
rithms preventing front-running (algorithms designed to reduce the pressure on the 
price regardless of the transaction party - whether a buyer or a seller, with large orders 
invisible to the main audience)
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• Email, sound and text notifications of status: Prices, Orders, Positions
• Comparative tables for prices on all exchanges,
• Sorting function for all crypto pairs (by prices, volumes, amounts)
• Internal filters HIGH, LOW, Best% change, by volatility and by liquidity allow the traders to 

keep their fingers on the pulse of market volatility
• Multi-screen terminal
• All news feeds in one place, with filters for specific pairs, allows the trader to focus on 

one trading terminal, without the distractions of having to track multiple news sources
• Connect accounts from different crypto exchanges

4.3 Tradelize.brokerage V2.0

Tradelize.brokerage V2.0  is a new generation of trading service that saves you consider-
able amount of money through trade transactions consolidation. Tradelize.brokerage will 
enable users to transact with multiple major exchanges and perform transactions through 
them simultaneously. All transactions will be handled through the user’s single Tradelize.
brokerage account. By consolidating transactions, we will be able to obtain/negotiate the 
more favorable fees and, as a result, pass part of these savings on to traders and investors 
through lower trade fees.

In the future, Tradelize.brokerage V2.0 may also provide the following additional services:

• Leverage for margin trading
• Historical data (backtesting tool, bot creation and trading strategies creation)
• Dark pool (ability to sell large orders without taking them to the market and facing price 

impacts)
• Offering our own development teams for third-party algorithm-based robots creation
• Beginner and lay trader training delivered by the best practicing traders on the market
• Co-location (the use of our servers located next to the exchange’s servers for the fast-

est execution of orders –a key factor for algorithmic trading or scalping)
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5 Competitive Advantage
The core purpose of the Tradelize ecosystem is to create a full-fledged and healthy crypto 
economy. Tradelize brings all the advantages and functions of traditional trading terminals 
used by hedge funds, mutual funds, trusts, investment banks and pension funds into the 
crypto world. The platform will open the door for professional markets participants to come 
and work in the crypto market.

Tradelize is one the first to offer the beginner and lay investors the opportunity to follow 
every step taken by cryptomarket professionals.

Tradelize is the first to offer a professional trading terminal to experienced traders that 
trade in stocks, futures and options.

Tradelize is the first to create a professional social network for cryptocurrency traders, pro-
viding verified statistics database.

Tradelize ecosystem benefits everyone:

a. Investors

Tradelize allows investors of different ranks to follow and copy professionals in real time:

• Use technology to stay ahead of the learning curve
• Distill the wisdom of the “smart crowd” to make trading decisions
• Automatically copy the professionals’ trades

b.   Individual Professional Traders

Tradelize offers professional traders the following unique benefits:

• Unleash the full potential of strategies and multiply returns by allowing investors to fol-
low ProTraders’ trades in automatic mode

• Accumulate 100% reliable trade statistics recorded on the blockchain
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• Track and trade on multiple exchanges simultaneously from a single application, with-
out wasting time on switching back and forth between them

• Benefit from price quote differences on individual exchanges in real time
• Track the overall statistics of your exchange activities on various connected exchanges 

in a single application, thereby increasing control over your finances
• Set up notifications on the events you are interested in on several exchanges at once, 

which ensures that you will not miss the quote movement 
• Use the Margin Trading service to increase your profits
• Manage your risks effectively using the Risk Management feature

c.    Institutions

Institutions get access to low-risk opportunities for funds allocated through Tradelize

Place your funds into secure accounts and lend your assets to vetted traders as inter-
est-bearing loans
Lower your risks by leveraging the terminal as traders risk only their deposits and not the 
credit portfolio
Your funds and trading performance will be represented in any desired currency, and re-
lated statistics will show all your gains and losses so that you will clearly understand your 
performance at all times

d.  Exchanges

Our easily accessible infrastructure will bring a greater flow of clients to crypto exchanges, 
who will benefit from commissions, increased overall liquidity and finding a buyer for every 
one of their listed crypto assets.

e.  Proprietary Trading Companies

Proprietary trading companies and trader groups will be able to join under preferential 
terms, obtain smaller commissions, high trading leverage, solutions for risk management 
and co-location benefits.
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f. Additional Perks for All Clients

Tradelize.Web gamification techniques to attract and engage user pool include:

• Trader.races with bidding systems for the most successful trader of the day/week/
month, etc.
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6 Technical Implementation
The Tradelize technological underpinnings can be divided into three major components:

• Data processing server
Technologies: Java, MySQL, PostgreSQL, blockchain, Netty, Jetty, high load technologies, 
Cloud technologies, FIX API
• Trading terminal/ client
Technologies: C #, WPF
• Personal online account with statistics
Technologies: .Net, MSSQL, Angular 5, Bootstrap 4, Rest API, web services, Cloud

6.1 Data Processing Server

The server is built on Java using high-load server technologies. We used a range of prod-
ucts for data processing and storage and blockchain technology to ensure data integrity 
and reliability. Our data processing server is a complex Java-based system with a high 
number of function-based modules and services hosted on dozens of virtual machines. 
There are several core components to the server:
• Exchange data collection (API) module
• Data processing and data transfer [to the trading terminal] module
• Order sending and open positions control module
• Risk management module
• Statistics module
• Advanced security system
• Account management module
• Wallet management module

6.2 Trading terminal

Our desktop terminal is a C#-based professional trading tool where ProTraders and lay 
investors will be able to locate all the necessary information from all the exchanges of 
interest in one place at the same time. Trading terminal is suitable for individual traders, 
trading groups and large funds for portfolio management facilitation.
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6.3 Personal Account & Statistics

Based on .Net with cloud hosting option, the personal cabinet is adjustable to three modes: 
Investor, ProTrader and Lay trader. Each account type is given a specific suite of features 
that allows them to track the market and manage their account conveniently and noise-
free. Each Tradelize user will find detailed statistics of their deals, real-time updates on their 
accounts and crypto portfolios.

ProTrader
A ProTrader can find detailed statistics of their deals and participate in rankings with au-
tomatic non-personalized publication statistics of ProTrader ratings. This functionality will 
allow the trader to remain incognito while comparing their results with colleagues.

Investor
Investors can track their investments and monitor the list of ProTraders to choose the best 
option available for managing their money. Investors will have access to a simplified trad-
ing terminal located directly in their cabinet, which will allow them to start earning without 
having to immediately deal with all the complexities of top-notch professional trading. This 
makes it possible for lay traders to leverage the wisdom of the “smart crowd” in automatic 
mode and learn from the best.

Lay user
Lay users will be able to select the best ProTraders from the rating, subscribe to their activ-
ity and track all of their trades in real time just from their smartphones.

6.4 Tradelize.terminal architecture:

1. Exchange server
2. Exchange API
3. Terminal server
4. Client App

As soon as the user places their order, encrypted information lands on the Tradelize server. 
It is then sent through a secure channel to the exchange where the transaction takes place. 
The main advantage of this architecture is that it allows the queries to be processed at 
extremely high speed while not overloading the exchange APIs. As a result, everyone using 
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the terminal can be certain that the operation will be processed instantly. Also, Tradelize 
architecture makes it possible to successfully use complex order-placing arrangements - 
an indispensable option for both professional traders and beginners.
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6.4.1 Trader Web Portal System Overview

Send Grid – email broker

Personal cabinet is a completely autonomous web app with branched architecture and 
dozens of services. Our solution is completely protected from any kind of external attacks 
and does not contain user data, which in turn allows users to ensure data security and 
working capacity of the core servers under any conditions.
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6.4.2 Broker Back-End Server Solution Overview
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Public exchange 
data manage-
ment system

Tradelize public exchange data management system allows users 
to receive quotes from exchanges in real time and to process data 
in a single stream for all connected clients. Data transfer is protect-
ed by RSA protocol and is able to support the simultaneous con-
nection for millions of users without losses nor delays.

Private exchange 
data manage-
ment system

Traders’ orders are processed through Tradelize private exchange 
data management system. It supports data stream encryption via 
RSA and allows to establish the connection between the client and 
the server through FIX protocol or Tradelize custom data transfer 
protocol.

Account 
management 
system

Management system for Tradelize user accounts.

DB blockchain All users’ trades are recorder into blockchain-powered database, 
which ensures the reliability and relevance of the data.

Automatic risk 
management 
system

Risk management system monitors accounts, open positions, or-
ders, limits etc. at any point in time with no human input. It provides 
automatic positions closing for traders who exceeded loss limits, 
which ensures protection from personal and investor money losses.

External order 
position system

User exchange positions are run through Tradelize external order 
position machine.

Internal order 
position system

Internal order position system manages delayed orders and smart 
orders while only sending orders to an exchange after trader’s con-
ditions are met.

Trader statistics 
system

Trader statistics system calculates, manages, stores and sends 
trades-related data to users’ personal cabinets (for both traders 
and investors).

ProTrader online 
data stream sys-
tem

Since a novice trader can subscribe to ProTraders and monitor their 
activities online, this system provides investors with a stream of all 
ProTraders’ activities. 



6.5 Security

All user funds deposited on Tradelize platform will be automatically redirected to wallets of 
major crypto exchanges, according to user settings. In addition to that, any financial trans-
action such as sending (outgoing) or receiving (incoming) wire transfers are subject to 
2FA procedures, whereby a user must confirm transactions by using their 2FA key. All data 
kept in our system can be divided into two categories: important data and critically im-
portant data. Transaction information, orders, positions and trading history are considered 
important. All this data is stored in the database encrypted in the blockchain which will be 
publicly available for blocks completeness verification. 

Tradelize users account data (login and password) is encrypted and stored in a separate 
private database, which ensures its  confidentiality and security. The encryption is carried 
out using the AES algorithm adopted as the encryption standard by the USA government.

Critically important data includes users’ personal data (including KYC data), API keys and 
secret keys to connecting user accounts to exchange wallets. This data is stored in a sep-
arate and completely secured database inaccessible to the public and extranet and only 
available to the platform’s internal services. 

Data stored in this database is partially encrypted while being transmitted within the sys-
tem upon the internal request. In addition, HTTPS is used as a measure to prevent host 
spoofing and traffic surveillance while this data is being transmitting between servers 
within the system.

If the monitoring system detects an attack attempt, the database containing critically im-
portant data is blocked for 24 hours for any reading and recording, which makes it inac-
cessible to servers.

36
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7 Economics
Tradelize team believes that there are a lot of crypto market participants who are still 
awaiting for a mature and professional service provider to come onto the stage. We also 
believe that, although the crypto community is at an early stage of its development, it 
is expanding at unprecedented pace. Tradelize solution provides its clients with an out-
standing toolset: ProTraders will be able to use top level professional desktop terminal with 
direct market access to major crypto markets and cryptocurrencies; users will achieve 
investment results on par with those of the best ProTraders. These factors are a rock-solid 
foundation for the growth of Tradelize business.

To a great extent, the Tradelize business model relies on the following two major sources 
of revenue:
- Trade fees based on the monthly traded volume;
- 10% profit-based fees generated on copy trading.

We believe that all crypto exchanges and brokers can be divided into three broad categories:
- Major exchanges with best quotes, lowest price spreads and most liquidity
- Less liquid exchanges offering 0% trade fees
- Brokers with fees embedded in price spread of cryptocurrencies, making their spread 
considerably wider (aka BTC 10, 000 – 10, 070 vs 10, 000 – 10, 020)

It can be seen that major crypto exchanges provide the best crypto trading services; how-
ever at present they are isolated from each other. We provide instant access to all major 
exchanges and can to offer even better prices and savings through the trade transactions 
consolidation in our accounts on these exchanges.

Trade fees
Major crypto exchanges that provide access to the lowest price spreads and most liquid-
ity charge regular transaction fees averaging from 0.10% to 0.25%. At the same time, they 
offer more favorable fees for maintaining larger volumes of executed transactions (up 
to 0.00%). By consolidating transactions through Tradelize.brokerage, we believe we can 
obtain the most favorable fees and profit on trade transaction fees while maintaining our 
fees at a competitive level.
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Profit-based fees
Through connecting investors with the best performing traders, Tradelize allows the users 
to benefit from the skills and expertise of the ProTraders. By automatically copying trades 
of the chosen traders, the service allows users to gain the exposure and earn profits on 
allocated funds. Tradelize does not charge any hidden fees through the bid/ask spread, 
which allows any investor to verify execution prices. At the same time, Tradelize will charge 
10% profit-based fees on any profits realized by users through copying trades.

7.1 Tradelize Token (TDZ)

TDZ Token will represent internal mean of payment on the terminal (hereinafter, “TDZ”), the 
only accepted means for paying trading fees, commissions on copy trading and the only 
way to unlock and pay for additional services/products: historical data (backtesting tool, 
bot creation and trading strategies creation), use and support in development of auto-
mated trading strategies, co-location.

Basics:
TDZ tokens will be used to charge:
• Fees on profits generated via copy trading
• Trade fees
• Fees and payments for additional services and products

TDZ tokens will be used as an access key: a holding of $100 worth of TDZ tokens gives trad-
ers access to Tradelize.terminal, and to investors - access to copying traders’ strategies.

All prices for services will be denominated in fiat currencies, payable in TDZ tokens. Be-
cause service prices will be set in fiat, the actual market TDZ token value will be used to 
determine the number of tokens to be paid in fees for each transaction.

7.2 Social referral system

With Tradelize, participants can earn referral bonuses by inviting other users to Tradelize. 
10% of all Tradelize’s commissions and fees, as well as 10% of all referral bonuses generated 
by new users in the first year of their participation will be shared with their original inviter. 
All referral bonuses are paid in TDZ tokens.
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To obtain referral bonuses, a user will need to invite a new user through his or her personal 
referral link, which will be generated automatically in each user’s personal account imme-
diately after their registration at Tradelize platform. 

All referral bonuses are generated automatically at the time when relevant commissions, 
fees and bonuses are paid. Referral bonuses will be available for withdrawal or conversion 
after a one-month holding period.

7.3 Business development underlying assumptions

Best case

In the best case scenario, we expect the crypto market to successfully recover from the 
levels as of the end of Q1 2018 and to continue its surge. Ultimately, this may lead to a 
wider audience getting interested in crypto trading and investing. Tradelize user base is 
expected to grow to reflect the overall dynamics. It is assumed that the crypto market will 
remain volatile, which will enable the traders to capitalize on lateral movements. Conse-
quently, in the optimistic scenario we expect to see over 30’000 traders by the end of Q3 
2018, including 1,000 professional traders and 36’000 registered investor accounts.  The 
best ProTraders’ trading profitability is expected to average 40% per month

Key parameters Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

Total number of trader accounts 33,600 62,899 91,330 121,560

Trader accounts growth rate % - 87% 45% 33%

Including the number of Pro-
Trader accounts

1,008 1,887 2,740 3,647

Ave. monthly ROI from copied 
strategies

40% 30% 20% 20%

Number of investor accounts 36,000 104,832 166,054 221,018

Investor accounts growth rate % - 191% 58% 33%



Base case  

In the base case we estimate that the crypto market will remain volatile and will attract 
professional traders from mature capital markets to profit from the inherent turbulence 
and price inefficiencies. Facing all the common market risks, the investors will recognize 
the need for professional expertise to actively manage their funds. These two types of 
audience will be the core driver of Tradelize business. The first product, Tradelize.Terminal, 
is expected to be launched, as scheduled in Q2 2018. It is assumed that by that time all 
interested parties will have already free-tested the product, and as a result Tradelize will 
become the market pioneer well-positioned to cherry-pick its user base. By the end of 
Q3 2018 we expect to see 20’000 traders, including 600 professional traders and 30’000 
registered investor accounts. 

As crypto market is expected to remain volatile, it will enable the participants to capitalize 
on both the upward and the downward trends. The best ProTraders’ trading profitability 
is expected to average 20%-30% per month; however as crypto market becomes more 
efficient over time, it is assumed that the trading profitability will become more moderate.

Worst case

In the worst case we estimate the crypto market will face more regulation hurdles, which 
will discourage new investors. At the same time, in this scenario the crypto market is as-

Key parameters Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

Total number of trader accounts 20,000 30,888 41,112 54,720

Trader accounts growth rate % - 58% 33% 33%

Including the number of Pro-
Trader accounts

600 927  1,233 1,642

Ave. monthly ROI from copied 
strategies

30% 20% 20% 20%

Number of investor accounts 30,000 65,520 103,784 138,136

Investor accounts growth rate % - 118% 58% 33%
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sumed to become less volatile as a result of decreased trading volume and overall mar-
ket downturn, which will discourage new traders potentially coming from mature capital 
markets. In this situation, we expect to see 10’000 traders by the end of Q3 2018 , including 
300 professional traders and 7’000 registered investor accounts.  The best ProTraders’ 
trading profitability will average at the level of 20%-10% per month

7.4 Marketing strategy

Tradelize has a dedicated team of experienced marketing professionals who are respon-
sible for implementing a clear and well-structured marketing strategy. 
Tradelize’ marketing campaign launched well before the Token Sale and will continue 
after its completion. 

Core marketing tools at our disposal:
-  Social media marketing
-  Media presence
-  Event marketing 
-  Community relations, including traders and crypto holders communities
-  Establishing a crypto holders and professional crypto traders community base at 
Tradelize ecosystem
-  Educational projects and events
-  Allocation of 80% of funds collected via the Tradelize Token Sale to top traders

Key parameters Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019

Total number of trader accounts 10,000 12,458 14,422 16,695

Trader accounts growth rate % - 25% 16% 16%

Including the number of Pro-
Trader accounts

300 374  433 501

Ave. monthly ROI from copied 
strategies

20% 20% 10% 10%

Number of investor accounts   7,000 12,012 15,988 21,280

Investor accounts growth rate % - 72% 33% 33%
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7.5 Token distribution

50% - Token sale

20% - Tradelize team, Token Sale incentives, partners and advisors

20% - Partnerships 
the costs related to establishing partnerships with:
• major cryptocurrency exchanges
• proprietary trading companies
• private investment pools 
• liquidity providers (miners)
• payment system providers

10% - Reserve 
the costs related to market making services of TDZ token
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8 Token sale dashboard
Token details:

Token name: TRADELIZE
Code: TDZ
Ethereum ERC-20
Token sale price: $1.00

(All times in GMT time zone.)
Hard cap: USD 30,000,000 

TDZ tokens will be issued and distributed within two weeks of the official token sale com-
pletion date.

Use of funds:
The received funds will be used primarily to allocate them among the ecosystem’s 300 best 
traders who will manage these funds in order to create the best successful strategies for 
users. Extra fees will be charged on leverage and sell short trades in cases when these are 
not commonly available. Funds will be allocated based on Tradelize.Score. Tradelize.Score 
is a ProTraders’ ranking system and trades statistics database designed using blockchain 
technology. Over the first two months of terminal operating, trading statistics will be gath-
ered and most successful traders will be chosen to constitute the top ranks of Tradelize.
Score based on predefined criteria. Funds specified for ProTrader trades will be distributed 
among those traders based on their statistics and liquidity needs.

Presale

Token Sale

16.08-31.08: 0% bonus

01.05-14.07: 15% bonus

15.07 -20.07: 10% bonus

21.07-15.08: 5% bonus
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Use of remaining funds:
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9 Roadmap

Q1 2017

Concept and 
architecture development

Q1 2018

Trading terminal demo
launch

ading terrmmiinal dem

Q4 2017
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version, closed testing

rading tteerrmmiinal bet

Q3 2017

Trading terminal
alpha version

Trading terminalConceepptt and

Q2 2018Q2 2018Q2 2018

Brokerage implementation, start
of public TGE Tradelize solution 

commercialization

Q2 2018Q1 2018Q1 2018Q3 2018Q1 2018Q1 2018Q4 2018

Establishing new
company branches

Establiishhiinng new FIAT licensing, API, 
Tradelize.Web and Mobile
App commercialization

DMA trading terminal
ready to use. Token

presale start
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10 Core team
Anton Zapolskyi, CEO, Founder
Trader with 10 years experience on The New York Stock Exchange and CME Group.
Angel investor, blockchain enthusiast. Social Media entrepreneur, co-founder of Chummy.
Shareholder at Mobalytics. Partner at Panzor Cybersecurity, Inc.

Igor Sabodakha, CFA, COO
A financial expert, with proven track record in the financial services industry, focused on 
providing investment decisions support through fundamental analysis and development 
of stock trading framework in the face of a rapidly changing market. Chartered Financial 
Analyst, member of CFA Society Ukraine - Ukrainian Society of Investment Professionals.

Maxim Kulik, CTO
Entrepreneur and visionary leader with over 10 years of experience managing projects as 
a system architect and CTO in IT sphere. Came to blockchain technologies in 2013. Since 
then, Maxim has participated in numerous projects including blockchain, big data, desk-
top, web and mobile technologies. He also created cryptocurrency and a miner pool from 
scratch for a project related to Green Power and participated in the project of launching a 
social network for the Asian market. 

Vitalii Kucherenko, PhD Business Development
Business Development professional with over 10 years of experience in corporate finance 
and finance consulting in different industries, including FMCG (Nestle) and IT (Microsoft). 
Spent more than 6 years focusing on controlling, ensuring sustainable long-term growth 
and profitability under variable economic conditions, including the situations of political 
and economic instability and restructuring of the diverse International team.

Oleksii Popovich Back-End Lead
Proactive leader with outstanding track record in IT field since 2011, Oleksii has vast experi-
ence in practical IT task solutions for high load projects. He oversaw from start to finish the 

Diana Ilchuk, CMO
Marketing professional with over 10 years’ experience managing  marketing campaigns in 
a wide variety of industries. Diana has an extensive track record with a number of interna-
tional and local brands. Diana’s background in diverse industries enables her to bring the 
best marketing practices to Tradelize.
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development of a high-load platform, which registered 400,000 unique users in the first 3 
hours of open registration; and undertook transfer and optimization of several global doc-
umentary databases totaling 8 million documents. Oleksii also has significant experience 
in the business intelligence in big data field.

Illia Pashkov Creative Technologist
Entrepreneur and creative technologist with big passion for innovative technologies & de-
sign and over 10 years of experience in working with digital products and startups.

Dmitriy Solyanik, Front-end team lead
A full stack developer with solid experience as a team lead and senior .net developer. Suc-
cessfully implemented numerous big data and financial services projects.
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11. RISK FACTORS
The purchase of TDZ tokens involves a high degree of risk, including but not limited to the 
risks described below. Before acquiring TDZ tokens, it is recommended that each participant 
carefully weighs all the information and risks detailed in this White Paper, as well as the in-
formation and risks available from other sources. 

1. Dependence on Computer Infrastructure. TDZ tokens and Tradelize dependence on function-
ing software applications, computer hardware and the Internet, implies that Tradelize can offer 
no assurances that a system failure would not adversely affect the use of TDZ tokens. Despite 
Tradelize’s implementation of all reasonable network security measures, its processing center 
servers are vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or electronic break-ins or other disruptions 
of a similar nature. Computer viruses, break-ins or other disruptions caused by third parties may 
result in interruption, delay or suspension of services, which would limit the use of TDZ tokens. 
Tradelize will also not be responsible for the service shutdowns, including but not limited to fail-
ures in telecommunication and power networks or critical changes in temperature, and does not 
guarantee that any failure in the computer infrastructure will not adversely affect the use of TDZ 
tokens and Tradelize services. 

2. Smart Contract Limitations. Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of develop-
ment, and its application is of experimental nature. This may carry significant operational, tech-
nological, regulatory, reputational and financial risks. Consequently, although the audit that may 
be conducted by independent third party increases the level of security, reliability, and accuracy, 
this audit cannot serve as any form of warranty, including any expressed or implied warranty that 
the Tradelize smart contract is fit for purpose or that it contains no flaws, vulnerabilities or issues 
which could cause technical problems or the complete loss of TDZ tokens. 

3. Unauthorized Access. Tradelize takes all reasonable steps necessary to ensure in accordance 
with reasonable protection standards the security of its services against external interference, but 
there are always risks, including the risks of hacker attacks, viruses and other actions of third par-
ties aimed at harming internal systems. Such actions may lead to a defect or malfunction of the 
Tradelize service, which may result in the services and TDZ tokens working in an unforeseen man-
ner, with interruptions, delays or full suspension of operations, and Tradelize does not guarantee 
that such malfunctions or unplanned operations will not result in complete loss of TDZ tokens.
4. Regulatory Risks. Blockchain technology, including but not limited to the issue of tokens, may 
be a new concept in some jurisdictions, which may then apply existing laws or introduce new 
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regulations regarding blockchain-based applications, and such regulations may conflict with the 
current Tradelize smart contract setup and the TDZ tokens concept. Likewise, in some jurisdictions 
existing laws can be applied by analogy to TDZ tokens. This may result in the need to make sub-
stantial modifications to the Tradelize smart contract, TDZ tokens and/or services, including but 
not limited to termination, loss of TDZ tokens, and the suspension or termination of all TDZ token 
functions and/or Tradelize services.  

5. Taxes. TDZ token holders are solely responsible for determining if the transactions contemplat-
ed herein are subject to any applicable taxes whether in the country of their residence or in any 
other jurisdiction. It will be the sole responsibility of TDZ token holders to comply with any applica-
ble tax laws of any jurisdictions and pay all relevant taxes. 

6. Force Majeure. Tradelize’s performance may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to 
force majeure circumstances. For the purposes of this White Paper, force majeure shall mean 
extraordinary events and circumstances which could not be prevented or controlled by Tradelize 
and shall include acts of nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, 
epidemics, lockouts, slowdowns, prolonged shortage or other failures of energy supplies or com-
munication services, acts of municipal, state or federal governmental agencies, other circum-
stances beyond Tradelize’s control, which were not in existence at the time of the release of this 
White Paper. 

7. Disclosure of Information. Personal information received from TDZ token holders, the informa-
tion about the number of tokens owned, the wallet addresses used, and any other relevant infor-
mation may be disclosed to law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties when 
Tradelize is required to disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court order. Tradelize shall 
at no time be held responsible for such information disclosure. 

8. Value of TDZ tokens. Once purchased, the value of TDZ tokens may significantly fluctuate due 
to various reasons, and Tradelize are not responsible for any changes in TDZ token price, or the 
failure of TDZ tokens to meet buyers’ expectations. Tradelize does not guarantee any specific val-
ue of TDZ tokens over any specific period of time. Tradelize shall not be held responsible for any 
change in the value of TDZ tokens. 

9. No Guarantee of Income or Profit. Tradelize does not guarantee any income or profit from TDZ 
tokens because TDZ tokens are only intended to be used within Tradelize system and do not have 
any value beyond it. Tradelize does not in any way whatsoever guarantee any income or profit 
from Tradelize services. It shall be your sole responsibility to weigh all the available information 
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and risks prior to using Tradelize services,. Tradelize shall not be liable for any potential loss or 
damages.

10. Risk of Insufficient information. TDZ token is at the very early developmental stage and its 
philosophy, consensus mechanism, algorithm, code and other technical specifications and pa-
rameters could be updated and changed frequently and constantly. While this White Paper as of 
at the date of its publication contains up-to-date key information related to TDZ tokens, such in-
formation it is neither exhaustive nor final and is subject to adjustments and updates that Trade-
lize may make from time to time. Tradelize is not in a position, nor is it obliged to report on every 
detail of the development of TDZ tokens and other elements of the system presented by Tradelize 
and therefore will not necessarily provide timely or full access to all the information related to TDZ 
tokens, but it will use its reasonable efforts to regularly update this White Paper to reflect the most 
recent changes. Tradelize project may not meet expectations of TDZ token purchasers. Due to the 
fact that Tradelize services are under development, it is possible that they may undergo signifi-
cant changes before their final release. Consequently, the expectations of TDZ token purchasers 
regarding the existence and functionality of Tradelize services and TDZ tokens may not be ful-
filled. All forward-looking statements are included to help potential token holders  understand 
the beliefs and opinions of Tradelize team about the future of the project, but do not provide any 
guarantees or promises whatsoever regarding the occurrence of any result. A potential TDZ token 
holder should understand that such forward-looking statements are associated with known and 
unknown risks, the occurrence of which we cannot foresee and which do not depend on our will. 
Therefore, the actual results of the project may differ significantly from any published forecasts 
and opinions. Views on the future economic, competitive and market conditions, and business 
decisions cannot be considered a promise or a guarantee to potential TDZ token holders that the 
goals and project plans will be successfully implemented. All examples of income and profit cal-
culations used in this White Paper are provided only for demonstration purposes or for the purpose 
of demonstrating the industry averages and do not constitute a guarantee that these results will 
be achieved. Tradelize will endeavor to maintain the relevance of the information provided by us, 
but we do not undertake any responsibility to update the forward-looking statements if circum-
stances or our estimates change. Although information presented in this White Paper is relevant 
as of the date of its publication, it cannot be considered final and may be revised or updated 
without prior notice. In order to remain fully updated, it is recommended that you periodically re-
view the information contained in this White Paper. Tradelize is not obliged to notify you on all the 
details of the work being performed for TDZ token and Tradelize services, including the progress 
status and/or completed tasks (indicators), regardless of whether they are pre-planned or not, 
and therefore Tradelize, although it is taking every necessary and reasonable step in this direction, 
is not obliged to provide you with a complete and timely access to all pertinent information.


